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Adaptive Management Consulting

E-Cablaje

Operational Excellence software and consultancy
in multinational and Romanian environment is
our expertise. Focused project with fast results or
systematic approach for a sustainable development
are our strategies to respond to our clients
requirements. We also provide software solutions,
based on OPEX tools and principles, for automatized
management and data mining, compliant with
Industry 4.0 requirements.

E-Cablaje is one of the main Romanian producers of
electrical cables, control cables, brake and clutch, for
motor vehicle, cords and leads, insulated, electric,
with moulded-on plugs, cable assemblies, wiring
harnesses/looms and cable connector assemblies.

https://adaptive-management.ro/

Allesro
We are a Romanian company founded in 2017
built around a small team of engineers involved in
projects mainly from the Automotive industry. We
offer Engineering services and also IoT Solutions and
digitalization support. Given the fast-paced business
environment, today we partner with DELTATEL, an
important Romanian company to offer top solutions,
services, and products to companies and organizations
across the world, helping them throughout their
Digital Transformation journey. We want to grow and
expand our projects also to other industries both local
and international.

https://allesro.com/

https://www.e-cablaje.ro/

Edorom Metal
The main activity of EDOROM METAL company is cold
plastic deformation, including the following processes:
stamping, cutting / punching, progressive stamping
and press assembly. Our equipment: automatic
presses with a capacity between 40 and 250 Tf.
https://edorom.ro

Effective Flux
With over 300 customers, from small to very large
companies, automotive (T1, T2 or T3 suppliers) and
other industries,we are a recognized experienced
Consulting and Training services provider.
https://www.effectiveflux.com/

ALKAZ Plastics
ALKAZ Plastics is a manufacturer of injection molds
and plastic parts since 1993. We provide the best high
quality of:
• Many types of injection molds – family and multi
cavity tools, 2K, overmold.
• Serial part production with big range of raw materials.
• Engineering services, technical analysis.
• Assembly ALKAZ Plastics is working according to ISO
9001:2015 in very modern machine park with injection
machines up to 1200 tonnes.

Electrolytic Coating
Located in the Transylvania region and only 35 km to
the well connected city of Cluj-Napoca, Electrolytic
Coating has established itself as one of the leading
companies for surface treatment in Romania.
We’re currently supplying high alloy Zn coating (ZnNi)
on metal parts, on both technologies, rack and barrel.
http://www.electrolyticcoating.com/

https://alkaz.pl/en/

Blunex Grup
is a company that produces in the Timisoara area various
industrial packaging made of expanded polyethylene,
expanded polyethylene boards, bubble wrap, antistatic
bubble wrap and large polyethylene (bags and rollers)
from virgin or recycled granules. In our portfolio of clients
we have internationally renowned companies in the
field of automotive, electronics but also in other fields of
activity. Due tot he diversity of the equipments, we have
the capacity of flexibility, diversity and rapid adaptation
for product realization.
https://blunexgrup.ro/

Compa

Euro Sandow
Euro Sandow is one of the leading producers for
custom made elastic nets, shock cords, bungee cords,
elastic straps, luggage and floor nets for a wide variety
of securing applications. Most of the products are
designed for the automotive industry as a 2nd tier
supplier.
http://www.eurosandow.com

Grimet Construct

Compa SA is a private Romanian company with more
than 130 years of experience in metal processing.

Grimet Construct is a company with Romanian capital,
founded in 2006, at the beginning as a manufacturer
of light metal components. We are customer-oriented
company, for this purpose developing new products
and technologies.

https://compa.ro/

http://www.grimetconstruct.ro/
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Gotec Rom

Kvalix Automatika

Gotec Rom is specialized in metal and plastic parts
surface treatment and coating of rubber - metal parts
with bonding agent, as well as production of blank
metal parts on CNC lathe. Available surface treatment
processes: - Zinc Nickel treatment on racks, with or
without sealing - Zn Ca Phosphating and Aluminium
Phosphating in drums, - Degreasing: alkaline or with
Perchlor steam, - Shot blasting, - Bonding agent
application.

Kvalix Automatika is a competent partner in factory
automation. Located in Hungary and Romania, Kvalix
Automatika is distributor of sensors and controllers for
industrial automation, designs and produces special
purpose inspection and assembly machines, and
performs precise and quality machining of custom
and small series metal and plastic parts. Kvalix is ISO
9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified.

https://gotec-group.com

https://www.kvalix.ro/

Molex

Hofag Engineering
We offer a range of specialized engineering software
and services for companies with their own quality
and design manufacturing department and for clients
who need to entrust a third-party partner. We supply
software for CAD/CAM activities, CNC programming,
scanners for 3D scanning/reverse engineering and
specialized services for 3D scanning and reverse
engineering. For all software which we supply we
offer specialized support and training. We can provide
personalized courses on demand for CAD/CAM
software which we supply.
https://hofag.ro/

ICAPE Group
Since 1999, ICAPE Group has a long experience in the
production of Printed Circuit Boards and Customized
Technical Parts manufactured in China. In more than
70 countries, +2500 customers trust the quality
services and offers of the group. Each month, ICAPE
Group delivers 26 million PCBs and 6 million Technical
Parts. In 2020, ICAPE Group achieved a revenue of EUR
125M and aims for a growth in 2021. With its teams
of 500 people worldwide and 75 strategic partners in
Asia, 25 in Printed Circuit Boards and 50 in Technical
Parts, ICAPE Group brings the best supply solutions.
https://www.icape-group.com/

Molex brings together innovation and technology
to deliver innovative interconnect and electronic
solutions to customers worldwide. With a presence
in more than 40 countries, Molex offers a full
suite of solutions and services for many markets,
including industrial, data communications, consumer
electronics, automotive and medical.
https://www.molex.com

NC-Vision
NC-Vision was created as a revolutionary software
toolbox for production and traceability, covering
each process of a production environment from
manufacturing execution, warehouse, track and
trace, quality management and much more. Based
on our approach, businesses from all industries mix
and match just the modules needed for an affordable
solution.
https://nc-vision.com/

Panduit Europe
Panduit was started by a spark of innovation that
changed the way people thought about cable
management. In 1955 we launched our first product,
Panduct Wiring Duct, an invention that organized
control panel wiring and allowed new wires to be
added quickly, neatly and safely.
https://www.panduit.com/

KFactory
KFactory is in the first wave of Industry 4.0 specialized
suppliers, that innovate the manufacturing industry
and optimize a specific core process in all sectors production line performance management - the most
important issue for executives in the manufacturing
industry. KFactory integrates new technologies such
as IoT and Machine Learning into the manufacturing
process, transforming the classic process into a
new one, where the industrial equipment, controls,
operators and all support teams are actors in a wellorchestrated digital process.
https://kfactory.eu/

Plast Group
Plast Group is a leading supplier of plastic components
and injection moulds able to meet the requirements of
the most demanding markets. With an experience and
know how of more than 40 years, our main goal is to
realize unique ideas in the field of injection moulding
through group innovation approach, professional
team, passionate attitude and company values in
order to develop our legacy of the family business.
https://plastgroupsrl.com
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Pöppelmann

Rother Metal

Pöppelmann KAPSTO® Plastic protective caps and
plugs for every application.

The company ROTHER METAL KFT. has been since
1999 on the Hungarian market. In the recent period,
we have proven that we can successfully compete
in the market for quality tools. Through our trained
technical colleagues, we are at the disposal of our
existing and future partners with the fastest and most
professional service possible throughout the country.
Our most important supplier is SARTORIUS Werkzeuge
GmbH & Co.

https://www.poeppelmann.com

Plastor
We at Plastor are experienced plastic processors. Our
expertise refers to mold-injection, blow-molding,
assembling and tools design and manufacturing.
Engineering plastics in a wide range (ABS, PA6, PA66,
PC, POM, ABS/PC, etc) with or without glass fiber
are currently molded in our company. We supply
automotive industry, industrial electronics, medical
devices and other demanding market segments.
Relevant global corporations are our customers: DaciaRenault, Magna, Bosch, Flex, Salomon, Atomic, etc.
https://www.plastor.ro/

PQ-Plast
Top OEMs only cooperate with top suppliers.
Gentner GmbH, around 60-year-old family company
has generated satisfied customers thanks to its
constantly improving quality policy, trust brought
long-term relationships. Our know-how creates highquality technical plastic systems through our core
competencies: development, toolshop, processing,
finishing & assembly. Precision, Quality, Traceability,
Environmental Awareness, Automation and German
Reliability (acc. DIN & IATF) can also be found with us
in Romania. We can’t be average!
http://www.pq-plast.ro

Robot-X Hungary
Robot-X is an industrial automation company from
Hungary with almost 15 years of experience in
the integration of robotic systems, the design and
construction of robot cells, assembly and production
lines, and special-purpose machines. We offer
comprehensive solutions from idea to “turn-key”
implementation, full scope service and maintenance,
research and development and industry 4.0 solutions.

https://rothermetal.com/

SiMART 3D
SiMART is the only Altair Engineering (www.altair.
com) authorized reseller Romania. We distribute, the
entire Altair software suite for which we offer technical
support, trainings and engineering consultancy.
Altair is one of the global leading technology
companies in engineering simulation software (CAE),
data analytics and high performance computing
(HPC).
https://www.simart3d.ro

SRO Industry
SRO Industry is a supplier for cable management
systems, wires & connectors, protection & fixing
systems, and other dedicated products for cable
assembly and harnesses. Our story began in 2011
by obtaining the first partnership contract with
Schlemmer Romania for the development of the cable
glands and wire protection systems market to promote
this product solution in all fields of application of the
industry.
Our company is official distribution partner for
Romania and Eastern Europe countries for several
manufacturer of cable management systems as:
PANDUIT, DELFINGEN, ANAMET, etc.
https://www.sroindustry.ro/

https://www.robot-x.hu

Rosler Romania
For more than 80 years, Rösler has been offering an
extensive portfolio in the world of mass finishing
systems, shot blasting, consumables and services.
Rösler is the world’s provider of surface treatment
services, the two essential technologies - vibrating
and sanding - in combination with industrial
washing equipment, also creating and producing
all the components. Starting from 2020, we are also
producing equipments for the 3D printing domain,
the new department name - AM Solution. Please visit
us Rosler Romania on www.rosler.com.ro
https://ro.rosler.com

Trelleborg Sealing Solutions
Trelleborg is a world leader in engineered
polymer solutions that seal, damp and protect
critical applications in demanding environments.
Our innovative engineered solutions accelerate
performance for customers in a sustainable way.
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions is a leading global
supplier of polymer-based critical sealing solutions
deployed in demanding general industry, light vehicle
and aerospace environments
https://www.trelleborg.com

